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processes and support technological progress. surhces with well-

defined characteristics are aiso required in order to create general

model systems for studying the effects of surface propenies on

protein adsorption.
Several sensor technoiogies exist and have been used for reai-

time. on-line monitoring of biospecific interactions. Each method

offers some specific advantages such as time resoiution,; spatial

resolution,n or the detection of protein self-exchange processes.:

Biosensors based on the sunace plasmon resonance (SPR) use

changes in the rndex of retraction at the sensor sudace due to

adsorption of protein.t Acoustic wavebased SenSorS are sensitive

to mass deposition at the sensing surface ("mass loading") and

changes in the viscoeiastic, electric, and dielectric propenies at

the sen sor/liquid interiace.e' 10 Thu s, different physical parame ters

are accessible using SPR and acoustic wave technoiogl'. Acoustic

wave sensors are suitable for timeresoived in sitt measurements

and can be manufactured in iarge quantities at low costs. in situ

measurements of protein adsorption kinetic and protein coverage

require no multistep separation and modification procedures of

the analyte such as the covalent attachment of fluorescent dyes6

for totai internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) or radiolabeled

iodine; for ..,-counting experiments. For routine anaiyses, the

experimental setup is simple and requires only eiectronic circuits

be integrated into the system; no laser beam (flRF, ellipsometry)

or external analyzers such as Tcounters is needed.

In the case of corrosive ana\rtes, the use of acoustic plate mode

(APIO devices has proved to be a promising concept, since sensor

electrodes and anaiyte are strictty separated. Moreover, this class
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A detailed understanding of the interaction of proteins

with artificial surfaces is essential for many applications

in medicine and biochemistry. ffus effinity of surfaces

toward proteins Ddy, for instance, remove phamacolog-

cal proteins from media or control the adherence of

patrogenic bacteria to protheses. Onty a few analtical

techniques now exist trat can be used to stgd-v the binrling

process in real time, using unlabeled prot€ins. By

investigating the adsorption kinetics of fibrinogen at

differently terminated seff-assembled monola ers (SAIVls)

of alkanethiols on thin gold films, it is demonstrated that

acoustic plate-mode sensors are a promising ana$tical

tool for surdying the adsorption of proteins. [n agreement

with previous strdies for fibrinogen, it is shown in situ

that hexa(ethylene $ycol)-terminated SAIVIs (HS-

(CHz)r r(OCHzCHz)oOtI) erfiibit very low prot€in adsorp-

tion and that methyl-terminated SAMs (HS(CHz)rrCHs)

tend to adsorb large amounts of protein nonspecificalh.

The observed adsorption kinetics deviate from classical

I ^ngmuir behardor; these kinetics are compatible with a

mechanism that involves an unfolding of fibrinogen after

adsorption. Fitm quatity is controlled by IR, XPS' and

contact angls measurements.

A detailed understanding of the interactions of proteins with

artificiat surfaces is essential for many medical and biochemical

applications.l2 Exampies of the interaction of artificial surfaces

with proteins include adsorption of proteins on catheters, proth-

eses, and storage vessels in contact with biological fluids3 and

adhesion of pathogenic bacteria to prostheses.a A fust analytical

tool capable of examining the adsorption of proteins at these

surfaces would aid in understanding the mechanisms of these
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of sensors allows on-line and direct detection of labelfree proteins,
thus saving time and providing the opporhrnity to study the
kinetics of the binding process.u,rz By minianrrizing the sensor
elements, only a small amount of analyte is requled for the
analysis. Perturbation of the crystal surface caused by physical
or chemicai interactions, such as protein adsorption, results in a
change of the wave propagation characteristics, i.e., frequency
and/or aftenuation of the acoustic mode. In the case of thin fiims,
the change in frequency has been shown to be a direct function
of the mass bound at the sensing surface.l3

on the basis of previous work,r4,rs origo(ethylene grycor)-
terminated self-assembled alkanethiol monolayers (sAIvIs) should
exhibit iow protein adsorption, and methyl-terminated SAIvIs tend
to adsorb a monolayer (or more) of proteins nonspecifically. In
the present study, ApM sensors have been used to investigate
the binding processes at these SAMs on-line and to determine
the characteristics of protein adsorption. A kinetic model has been
developed that can account for the experimentally observed
nonspecific adsorption processes. ln order to improve the
per{ormance of the sensor, the ApM device urilizes a new design
with different interdigital transducer @T) structures as input and
outpul A duaidelay line configuration was used in order to
compensate for secondary effects and to compare d.irectl.v the
adsorption behavior of differently derivatized crystal surfaces.

EXPERIME]ITAL SECTION
sensor Design. An IDT radiates energy into a semiinfnite

piezoelectric medium. In the case of a thin parallei crystal piate,
the radiated bulk wave enerry sets up ApMs at different frequen-
cies. For a given crystal orientation, the structure of the ApM
spectmm is determined by the ratio of plate thickness,l. and IDT
period, 1..16 For high h/A values, i.e., at high frequencies of
operation, the spectrum becomes very dense. consequently. the
dominant signal is distorted by adjacenr modes. This distortion
limits both the accuracy and reproducibiliqv of the measurements
and the achievable detection limits.li Thus, new sensor designs
are required to overcome this problem.

Figure 1 shows an improved concept to reduce mode interfer-
ence by the use of differenfly shaped transmitter and receiver
IDTs. It utilizes the fact that IDTs can be operated at different
harmonics. If the transmitter IDT is designed with four fingers
per period (4F-IDT) and the receiver IDT with three fingers per
period (3F-IDT), a situation is obtained where the transmitter is
exciting the fundamental frequency and odd harmonics, while the
receiver is detecting the fundamental frequency and even harmon-
ics. By selecting the ratio of the individual fundamental frequen-
cies such that one or more harmonics of the dominant modes
coincide, and adjacent modes interfere destmctively (see, for
example, Figure 1), spurious sensor response is drasticallv
reduced.

(11) (a) Dahint, R; Grunze, M.;Josse, F.; Renken, J. Anat. Chem. 1994, 66,
2888-2892. O) Andte. J. C.; Vetelino, J. F.; [ade, M. W.; McAllister, D. J.,sens. Actuaton B 1*)2. g, 191-199.
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Figure 1. lmproved sensor design utirizing a 4F-IDT for the
transmitter and a 3F-|DT for the receiver. The lines represent the
various modes excited (or received) by each lDT. whire the
transmitter is exciting the fundamentalfrequency and odd harmonics,
the receiver is detecting the fundamentar frequency and even
harmonrcs. lf the ratio of the individual fundamental frequencies is
selected such that one or more harmonics of the dominant modes
coincide and adjacent modes interfere destructively, spurious sensor
response can be significanily reduced.

For a practical implementation of this concepf a large number
of APM spectra were numericaily calculatedrT and a promising
combination of tansmitter and receiver IDT was selected. The
parameters chosen were ,t = g2.0 um for the 4F-IDT and ,i :
6I.2 um for the 3F-IDT. On 0.5 mm thick ZX_LiNbO:_the
selected crystai orienution and thickness-these values cor-
respond to fundamentai frequencies of about .1g and T2 MHz,
respectivel-v. In order to eiiminate acoustoelectric interactions
with the analvters and to facilitate the formation of thiol sAMs,
the upper crystai surtace was sputtered with a 20 nm adhesive
iayer of cr and 60 nm of Au. For the metal deposition, the
substrates were kept at room temperature. Sputtering rates of
100 nm/h and 200 nmlh were used for Cr and Au film formahon,
respectively. The devrce is operated at -145 MHz where the
second harmonic response of the 3F-IDT and the third harmonic
response of the 4F-IDT coincide.

Figure 2 presents a comparison of the conventional 4F/4F
design (a, b) and the new 4Fl3F design (c, d). The spectra in
(a) and (c) represent nonfiltered data whiie the spectra in (b) ana
(d) are obtained by numericaty removing electomagnetic crossalk
and spurious adjacent modes, socalled "gating'. Although the
frequenry of operation-and thus the rralue of.h/).-isaimost the
sarne, the nonfiltered data of the 4Fl3F design yield a much befter
sensor response. oniy after removing spurious signals by sating
did the quality of the two responses become the same. on the
basis of these results, the newty designed sensor element (4Fl
3F) was selected for all of the on-line adsorption studies described
below. A dualdelay iine configuration was used in order to
compensate for secondary effects and to compare directly the
adsorption behavior of differenfly derivatized crystal surfaces.

Chemicals. Ethanol (Baker, AR), HzOr (Baker, 30%), HzSOr
(Riedelde Ha€n, 95-gT%), sodium doderyl sulhte (SDS, Serv-a
'99.9%), and ldodecanethiol (Sigma) were used as received. (1-
Mercaptoundec-l 1-yl) hexa (ethylene glycol) tHS (CH, 1 r (OCHr

(18) Dahint R; Grunze, M.; Josse, F.; Andle, J. C. Seas. Actuaton B :rggl, g,
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CH2)6OH] was synthesized at Harvard University.re Bovine
albumin fraction V IBSA" assay (CAn >99Vu 11924) was bought
from Serva. Phosphatebuffered saline fPBS. P4417), fibrinogen

tr4883, -50% protein, 2070 sodium citrate and -3070 NaCl. -94V0

ciottability), and ribonuclease A (RNA, R-5125) were bought trom
Sigma. Catalog numbers are indicated in parentheses. Through-
out the experiments, PBS was used at pH 7.4.

fu high concentrations of fibrinogen dissolved only slowly in
PBS, the fibrinogen soiutions were allowed to stand overnight and
filtered through 0.22 pm hydrophilic celluiose acetate membrane
filter units Model C450.1, Carl Roth GmbH, 76185 Karlsruhe,
Germany) before use. The actual concentrations of the dissolved
fibrinogen were determined by comparison of the tIV absorption
at 2I4 nm with the absorption of 0.1% RNase A and 0.1% BSA
solutions. At this wavelength, the absorption of proteins was
found2O to be aimost independent of pH in the range from 4 to 8.
Also, the variation in amino acid composition of different proteins

has reiatively little effect on the absorption values, as the low
wavelength used is primarily detecting absorption by peptide

bonds. The absorption of a filtered 0.1% solution of the raw
product (-50% fibrinogen, sodium citrate, NaCi) was -45% of the
absorption of the reference solutions. Hence, the relative loss of
fibrinogen in the filter was -10%. It should be noted that all
quantities refer to proteins equilibrated in ambient atnosphere
and not to "d4/ proteins; as much as 10% of the weighed material
is likely to be water, and the quantity of proteins used in these

experiments is uncertain to that extent.

(19) PaieGrosdemange, C.; Simon, E. S.; Prime, K L; Whitesides, G. M.J. Am.
Chem. Soc. l991, 113, 13-20.

(20) Thorne, C. J. R Techniques for determining protein concentration. In
Techniqua in Proteia and Enzytne Biochemistry Kornberg, H. L, et aL, Eds.;
Elsevien New York. 1978: B 104/2.
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Film Preparation and Characterization. For the sensor

experiments, the noneiectrode surface of the APM devices was

sputtered with a 20 nm adhesive layer of Cr. followed by 60 nm

of Au. The thiol monoiayers were prepared under ambient

conditions in a singlechamber Teflon cell, which was mounted

on top of the devices covering both sensing and reference lines.
First, the gold surface was cleaned for 15 min in a treshly prepared

1:3 mixture of HzOs and HzSOa cooled to 50 "C (caution: this

so<alled piranha solution reacts vioiently, even explosively, with

organic materials).2l The cell was next rinsed 10 times with

ultraclean water Millipore) and blown dry with nitrogen. Deposi-

tion of ldodecanethiol was performed on both sensing and

reference lines by filiing the cell with 2 mL of a 5 mM thiol solution
in ethanol for 12 h. Upon removal of this solution, the cell was

rinsed several times with ethanol and water. After a nitrogen blow
dry, oystal and cell were tilted and 50 oC hot piranha solution
was added dropwise onto the reference line. fu determined by

PS, an incubation time of 15 min is sufficient to remove the

organic film completely. After extensively rinsing the reference
line with Millipore water and a nitrogen blow dry, the bare gold

region was derivatized by incubation with a 5 mM hexa(ethylene
gtycol) +erminated alkanethiol [HS (CHt r r (O CHzCH, 60 H J le solu-
tion in ethanol for t h. Finally, the whole Teflon cell was rinsed
several times with ethanol and Millipore water.

To check the film quality, some larger (1.5 x 2.5 cm},
nonelectrode samples were prepared under the same conditions
and examined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and FT-IR
speclroscopy. )[PS spectra of these films were found to be in good

(21) Dobbs, D. A; Bergman, R G.;Theopold, KH. Chen. Eng. Neus f99O, 68
(t7),2. O) Wnuk. T. Chem. Ettg. News 1990, 68 (26),2. (c) Matlow, S.
L Chem. Eng. News r99O, 68 (30). 2.
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Flgure 2. Comparison ot the conv€ntional 4Fl4F design (a. b) and the new 4Fl3F design (c, d). For almost the same frequency ol operation
the nonfiltered data ot the 4Fl3F structure yield a drastically improved sensor.esponse (a, c). Only if spurious signals are numerically removed
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agreement with previous reports.le A single alkyl C ls signal was
observed for the methyl-terminated thiol monolayer while C ls
spectra of the hexa(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAM yielded two
peaks at 285.0 and 286.7 eV. The latter corresponds to methylene
groups adjacent to an oxygen atom (OCH). Oxygen (not
detecable in the ldodecanethiol film specfi:a) shows an O 1s band
at 533 eV.

IR spectra of both monolayers were obtained in external
reflection (-80o angle of incidence) using ppolarized lighr In
the spectrai range from 3000 to 2800 crl-r, the methyl-terminated
SAIttls are characterized by the presence of five distinct C-H
stretching bands. Three of them, namely, those at 2965,2939,
and 2850 cm-r, correspond to the methyl group (antisymmetric
and symmetric stretch with its Fermi resonance splitting compG
nent). The other bands at2920 and 2850 cm-l can be assigned
as due mainiy to contributions from the methylene C-H anti-
symmetric and symmetric sfetching modes, respectiveiy.z These
peak positions corespond to those reported for all-trans extended
chains and suggest that the chains are embedded in a crystaliine-
like environmenl The reiative weai<ness of the methylene bands
compared with the methyl bands (band height CHc.r,,
CHz.y,J indicates a preferential chain acis orientation normal to
the surtace. Thus, the methyiene stretches have their main
component parallel to the surface and can interact oniy weakly
with the electric field. IR spectra from hexa(ethylene giycol)-
terminated SAIV{s showed a broad band between 2950 and 2830
cm-r due to overiapping C-H stretching modes of the methyiene
groups adjacent to o4ygen and to the methyiene groups of the
(CHrlr taii.

Static advancing contact angie measurements with water
resulted in 38 + 2o for the hexa(ethyiene giycol)-terminated SAM
and 107 * 2o for the methyl-terminated SAIVI, respectively. The
latter contact angle lies benreen the vaiues of 114" reported for a
closepacked methyl surface and 102" reported for a methylene
terminated surtace. Measurements with hexadecane yielded
values of 41 = 2o, close to the literature value of 46" for a methvl
surtace.

APM Sensor MeasuremenE. In order to avoid corrosion
problems, the APM device is mounted with the IDTs on the
bottom surface. A liquid cell of -0.5 rnl volume is fixed on the
upper side to expose a welldefined region of the sensing surface
to the soiution. A flat rubber gasket is used to provide a liquid-
tight seai. Afterward, the sensor is inserted into a temperature
conrolied isolation box with an integrated flow system as shown
in Figure 3. The latter consists of tnro liquid tanks containing
the solutions used in the measurements and a container for waste.
A peristaltic pump ensures continuous sample delivery at a
controlled flow rate of -0.6 ml/min. Two threeway vaives
determine whether liquid is pumped from tank L or 2 and whether
the solution is directed into the waste or back to tank 2. All
components are mounted on a copper plate to provide good
thermal contacl In order to avoid experimental error due to
temperature gradients, the APM device and the solutions in the
tanks were maintained at the same controlled temperature. The
measurements were per{ormed at 25 "C with temperature varia-
tions of less than *0.2 'C.

All experiments followed the same procedure. PBS was
allowed to flow through the cell and then substituted with a flow

(22) Laibinis. P. E.; Whitesides, G. M.: Aliara. D. L; Tao, Y.-T.; Parikh. A N.:
Nuzzo, R G./.Am. Chem. Soc. 1991, 113,7152-7167.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the continuous-flow system.

of the protein soiution. Ln order to restrict the amount of anaiyte
used, threeway vaive 2 was switched such that the soiution is
pumped back nto tank 2 after 5 min for the experiments shown
in Figure 6, and atter 10 min for the studies of Figures 5 and 7.
After the sensor response reached an equilibrium state. vaive 2
was switched back to its initial position and the protein solution
was replaced by PBS. For the regeneration of the sensing surhce.
a solution of SDS (1% per weight in PBS at pH 7.4), was pumped
through the liquid cell using again tank 2, followed b-v a neat buffer
flow trom tank i.

For all measurements, phase and signal ampiinrdes of the
electricai output of the APM device are compared to the input of
the sensor as a function of the binding process. By the use of
two minianre relays, both sensing and reference lines can be
monitored separately. i:n order to determine the reiative signal
changes due to protein adsorption, the response of the PB$
covered sensor is taken as the reference. Betbre the experiments.
the phasefrequency characteristics of the two lines are determined
to conveft the observed phase shifts into corresponding trequenry
changes. Single iine responses are temperaturrcorrected using
the experimentallv determined trequenry-temperature charac-
teristics (FTC) of 76 ppm/'C.ls

As shown in Figure 4, two eiectronic setups can be used for
signal analysis. a network anai.vzer and a combination of signai
generator and vector volftneter. The network analyzer provides
the opportunity to eliminate signai distortion due to eiectromag-
netic feedthrough and adjacent modes bV digital signal processing.
Ttlus, baseline stability and reproducibililv of the measurements
is enhanced. However, the underlying mathematical operations
are rather timeconsuming, and the time required to measure
sensing and reference iines separately is -25 s. By contrast, the
combination of sigrral generator and vector volEneter does not
provide any filtering of the sensor response but can be used to
study the binding process at time intervals of -5 s. The two
electronic measurement systems have been described in detail
elsewhere.l83 Since this study emphasizes quantitative data
analysis and accurate comparison of the sensor response under
different experimental conditions, the use of the network analyznr
was preferred. A ft100 thermometer was mounted at the bottom
of the device to monitor temperature changes. The entire
measurement was automated using a personal computer.

(23) Schumacher, J.; Dahinr R: Josse, F.; Grunze, M. IEEE Utrason. Symb.
1994. 629-632.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the electronics measurement setup. For
signal analysis. the sensor element can be connected either to a
network analyzer or a combination of signal generator and vector
voltmeter. Two relays allow monitoring of the sensing and reference
lines separately. Temperature is measured with a Pt100 and read
out with a digital multimeter,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Continuous Flow Measuremenb. For the on-line detection

of protein adsorption, the sensing line of the APM device was

coated with hydrophobic, methyl'terminated SAI\iIs IHS (CHt 1 1-
CHrl, and the reference line with hexa(ethylene gtycol)-terminated

SAlvis [HS(CHilu(OCHzCHz)6OH]. Figure 5 shows the affinitv

of the two lines toward protein adsorption. After signai stabiiit-v

under PBS was monitored for 10 min, the surface of the sensor

was exposed to a 28 PS/nL fibrinogen solution in PBS' While

no sigSal change was observed for the reference line, the signal

iine showed a frequency decrease of -400 Hz' The smail drift in

the single iine responses may be expiained by the fact that the

frequenry-temperature characteristics of the coated device differ

slightly from the value of.76ppm/oC,l8 which was experimentaliy

determined for a noncoated sensor and used to correct the

measured data for temperahrre variations' The above results

confirm in an on-line experiment that pristine hexa(ethylene
glycol)-terminated SAIVIs exhibit very low protein adsorption but

that methyl-terminated SAMs adsorb large amounts of protein

nonspecifically. This observation is in good agreement with

previous studies using ex situ spectroscopyr4 and in situ surfuce

piasmon resonance anaiysis.ls We conclude that a hexa(ethylene

glycol)coated sensor line is an excellent reference for further

experiments, since protein adsorption is effectively suppressed.

An absolute measure of the amount of adsorbed proteins is
diftrcult, because sensor response is not oniy a function of the

adsorbed mass but also of the coupling between the proteins and

the sensing surface.l2 Therefore, independent calibration meas.

urements would be necessary for a quantitative analysis. fu the

scope of the shrdies was to directly compare the adsorption

characteristics at different artificial surfaces and not to quantify

the adsorbed mass, no such effort has been made.

Noting that hexa(ethylene glycol)-terminated SAIvIs are inert

to protein adsorption, the following e>iperiments were focused on

the difference in the response of the two lines. If the difference

signal, defined as sensing line minus reference iine response, is

-0.4

-0.6

20

Time [min]

0 .0

-0.2

-4.4

-0.6

0 10  20  30  40
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Figure 5. on-line detection of protein adsorption. The sensing line

of the APM Oevice was coateo with 1-dodecanethiol, the reference
line with a hexalethylene glycol)-termtnated SAM, Atter 10 min. the
continuous-flow system was switched from PBS to a fibrinogen
solution at a concentration of 28 ugmL While no binding processes

are observed for the relerence line, the signal line shows a frequency
decrease of -400 Hz due to nonspecific protein adsorption. (a)

lndividual behavior of the two lines. (b) Sensing l ine minus reference
line response (difference stgnal).

considered, secondary effects, such as temperature changes, are

effectively eliminated from the sensor response without any

numericai comPutation.
In order to determine whether protein adsorption at the methyl'

terminated SAMs is reversible' a 800 Pg/firLfibrinogen solution

was pumped through the liquid cell. As shown in Figure 6, a fast

frequency decrease of -700 Hz is obtained. Flushing the cell

with PBS reduces the sensor response oniy by -L20 Hz, indicating

that the main portion of fibrinogen has been irreversibly attached

to the meth-vl-terminated line. By using sDS and a subsequent

wash with PBS solution, all proteins are removed from the surhce

and the sensor returns to its initial state. Successful regeneration

of the sensor surface has been demonstrated for fibrinogen

concentrations down to 3 pg/nL Again, these observations are

in good agreement with SPR analysis.rs They suggest that one

coated sensor element can be used for a complete set of

experiments. Thus, possible systematic errors due to slightly

different mass sensitivities of the devices or minor differences in

the quality of the coatings can be effectively reduced.

Figure 7 presents measurements of the sensor response as a

function of fibrinogen concentztions ranglng from 3 to 280 Pg/
mL. Figure 8 summarizes the obsewed steady state frequenry

shifu at long times after fibrinogen adsorption. In principle, two

relativeiy simple explanations can be given for the data presented

in this figure. First, this kind of behavior will be observed for
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Figure 6. After the stability of the sensor is monitored for 20 min,
it is exposed to a 800 aglmL fibnnogen solution. subsequent flushing
with PBS only removes a small portion of the adsorbed proteins.
However, by the use of sDS and pBS, the sensor erement can be
completely regeneraled.

t

Figure 9. schematic picture of the adsorption process: proteins
adsorbing onto an artificial surface will cover a relatively small area
(black circles) as long as they maintain their native state. Due to the
unfolding process, additional surface area is occupied (gray nngs).

process mrght happen sufficiently rapidly so that the sur{ace would
be completely covered with protein morecules before a significant
fraction of them could unfold. Thus, at high concentrations. a
larger number of proteins would bind to the surface than at low
concentrations. The adsorbed filrn at high concentrations wouid
be a monoiayer of approximately native proteins: at low concenu?-
tions, it would be a monolayer of spread and denanrred proteins.
The former would be thicker.2a

Kinetic Model of the Adsorption process. in an eftort to
determine whether the second approach can account for the
observed ciata. the following kinetic model was deveioped: fu
shown in Figure 9, native proteins may adsorb fom solution onto
an artificiai surrace. Jusr as for langmuir kinetics, the adsorption
rate is assumed to be proportional to the concentration. c. of
proteins in soiution and to the free surface area. This relationship
may be expressed b.v

d,o,/dt : kuc(L - 0) (1)

where 0 : 0t -r g2 denotes the fraction of surface area covered
with proteins (0 < 0 = 1). It is composed of 91, which is the area
that would be occupied if ali proteins were stiil in their iniuai state
(black circies in Figure 9), and 02, which is the increase in covered
area due to the unfolding process (gray rings in Figure 9). The
rate constant for adsorption is ft.. For most sufi'ace experiments
and all experiments carried out here, the amount of protein in
solution is large compared to the :rmount on the sudace. under
these conditions, c is constant and ft.c is a pseudefirstorder rate
constant with units of reciprocal seconds. Note that gr is
proportional to the number of adsorbed proteins.

After adsorption, it is assumed that the proteins wiil unfold at
a rate that is proportional to the number of adsorbed molecules
and to the noncovered surface area:

der/dt: kuot(l - 9) (2)

Here, ftu is the rate constant at which unfolding occurs. For the
sake of simplicity it is assumed that the unfolding process is only
Iimited by the available surface area and not by any restrictions
due to the actual size of the molecules. we regard this simplifica
tion to be acceptable, provided the surface coverage is not too
low. w'e emphasize that both &, and ftu have to be interpreted as
average rate constants for a heterogeneous ensemble of fibrinogen

t}r

Fibrinogen

o 2 0 q 0 s o

Time [min]
Figure 7. Sensor response as a functron of protein concentratton.
Adsorption of fibrrnogen is monitored for different concentrations of
protein. l t  is observed that frequency shif ts at equi i ibrrum srrongry
depend on protein concentrat ion. The sol id l ines snow a f i t  to the
expertmental data according to eqs 6 and 9.

Concentration [p,g/ml]
Figure 8. Frequency shifts at equilibrium for the experiment shown
in Figure 7. The solid line is a fit to the experimental data usrng eqs
8 and 9.

the equilibrium states of a reversible adsorption/desorption
process as described by a langmuir isotherm. The fact (Figure
6) that large amounts of protein are irreversibly bound to the
sensor sur{ace obviously contradicts the assumptions of this
model. The second explanation is based on the hypothesis that
adsorbed proteins can unfold at the surface of the sAM and
occupy larger surface areas than they wiil when adsorbed in the
native state. As protein concentrations increase, the adsorption
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(24) Ramsden. J. J. Chem. Soc. fau. 1995, 13-28.
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Table 1. Averaged Time Gonstants Computed for the
Experiments Shown in Figure 7t

nolecules. These constants do not refer to a single, welldefined

protein state nor imply that only two states are presen! they

represent a model that we want to test for compatibility with the

data. Using eq 2, it is conciuded that

d0 d0, , ku ^ d9t

#:  dr  + k*e ' i  €)

Taking into account that 0(t - 0) : 0 and gr(f - 0) : 0, it is

found that

0 : 0t+ (k,/zk^c) Ttz

Substituting eq 4 in eq l yrelds

o The fit routine used was based on the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. It is seen that the values of lu and A" fall within the same
range, although the variations are higher than the numerical elTors.

(9.79 * 0.32) x l0-3 mL/pg and Af,',,o = 0.688 t 0.089 kHz. The

underlying procedure used to fit the data to this model was based

on the l,evenberg-Marquardt algorithm.zs From eq 8, such value

of ft results in steady state values of 0r : 0-22 and 0r : 0'86 for

c : 3 Fg,/rnL and c : 280 pg/ntL, respectively. Thus. for the

range of concentrations studied, the minimum number of moi-

ecules forming a complete monolayer is -2070 of the value that

would be obtained if all molecules were in their native state (dr
= 1). ln other words, fibrinogen covers a surface area 5 times

higher than in its native conformation for the extreme case of c
:3 pg/mL As this value is still within the expectation, the model
seems to be applicable for ali concentrations studied, although ftu
> k^cfor c < 100 ug/rrrL. Using the above values of & and M'o
and varying them within the computed errors. ftu is determined
by fitting the data of Figure 7 with eqs 6 and 9. The results are

summarized in Table 1.
Although the variations of ftu and ft^ at different protein

concentrations are higher than the numericaliy computed elTors.

all values fall within the same range. It can. therefore, be

concluded that the kinetic model is compatibie with the experi-
mentaily determined adsorption kinetics. A larger set of experi-

ments could probably further reduce inconsistencies. The ob

served deviations may, however, also be attributed to small

differences in the surface properties after each regeneration step

or to siightly varying flow conditions in the liquid cell. An

optimization of the presentflow system should overcome the iaser
problem. Additional biochemical and spectroscopic experiments
will help to determine whether the idealized, twostate system
postulated here adequately models the real physical system. in
which the native protein could exist in a number of different

confirmations on the surface, in which each of these confirmations
could decay to a range of denatured states by processes with

complex, multistate kinetics, and in which native and denatured
proteins interact with one another, both on the surface and in
solution.

coNcLusroN
Acoustic plate mode devices have been used to shrdy the

adsorption of fibrinogen at hora(ethylene glycol)terminated

IHS (CH, u (OCHzCHJ oOHl and methyl-terminated IHS (CH, I r-
CH3l SAI\,Is in situ. While no protein adsorption was observed
on pristine hexa(ethylene gbcol)-terminated surhces, methyl-
terminated SAIvIs nonspecifically adsorbed high amounts of
protein. It was demonstrated that the main portion of adsorbed
molecules is ineversibly bound to the methyl-terminated thiol

(25) Press, W. H.; Teokolflcy, F. A; Vettering, W.T.; Flannery, B.P. Numeical
Recipa in C,2nd ed.; Cambridge University Press: New York, 1992.
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c @s/mL) tu (5-t1

3 0.246 + 0.039
L4 0.374 * 0.032
28 0.266 * 0.017

140 0.275 *.0.077
280 0.146 * 0.009

LCBb^ (mL/ps s)

2.41 * 0.38
3.66 * 0.34
2.60 * 0.17
2.69 * 0.18
1.43 * 0.10

(4)

(s)

[v)"-'u"'2)6'

f - o" reduces to the concentration-dependent final

(Zk^c\z , 8k,c
* : \ 0 "  

) =  k "

k"c
0 r : -++, R U

(6)

(7)

(8)

fu expected, 0r - 1 for ftu 11k^c, indicating that the whole surface

area is covered with native proteins. In case of ftu >> h^c, 01- 0.
The latter behavior reveals the limitations of the model: since no

assumptions were made regarding the maximum size of an
unfolding protein, the whole surface area may be covered by a

single molecule, resulting in vanishing values for gr. As this
prediction is obviously inconsistent with the real situation, the

above model is not applicable for ftu >> k^c.
In order to compare the measured adsorption kinetics of

Figures 7 and 8 to the above model, a relationship between sensor
response and d1 the number of molecules per unit area, whether

native or denatured-has to be found. If mass loading of the

crystal surface is assumed to be the relevant parameter, the

observed frequency shifu, Af will be proportional to this number

of adsorbed molmrles. The ma:cimum response, {,f,-,,, is obtained

for a sensing surfuce completely covered with native proteins (that

is 01 : 1). Thus,

Lf : N^oe, (e)

*ry' k u

Fitting the data of Figure 8 with eqs 8 and 9 yields k = kJku:



coating. By flushing the sensor with SDS and pBS, the bound
proteins were effectively removed. Frim quality was guaranteed
by IR FS, and contact angle measurements.

In a set of concentrationdependent measurements, the limiting
sensor response at long times of adsorption was observed to
increase as protein concentration was raised. The measured
adsorption characteristics are compatible with an approximate,
twostate kinetic model which accounts for both the initial binding
of native proteins onto the surface and a subsequent unfolding
process. Averaged time constants of the two processes were
determined and found to be constant within a factor of.2.s for all
concentrations studied. The observed variations may be due to
small differences in the properties of the coating and slighfly
v-arying flow conditions on the sensing surface during the
experiments.

we concluded that acoustic plate mode devices are one tool
that can be used to monitor the kinetics of adsorption of proteins
at anificial surfaces. combined with mathematical models,
valuable information about the underlying interaction processes

can be obtained. in order to improve the performance of
technique, new sensor designs with enhanced signal-tonoise ratio
are presently being developed. An optimization of both the
system and the quaiity of the coatings should reduce
erTor.
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